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he recent passing of the Inflation Reduction Act in the United States

This introduces direct government influence on drug prices, albeit in
a phased and small-scale initial deployment. The median launch price
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for a year’s supply [fewer than 8% of drugs introduced cost this much
in 2008] (1). While drug makers aren’t hiking prices of existing products
quite as aggressively as they did prior to 2019, they continue to rise
approximately 5% a year, according to 46brooklyn Research, a nonprofit
drug pricing research firm (1). Patients’ out-of-pocket costs are only
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13.3% of total costs. But these “are ultimately passed on to members
of the public through the premiums they pay to keep their insurance

Executive Creative Director
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policies active (40.4%) and the taxes they pay to the government,”
Medicare 31.5%, Medicaid 9.9%, others 4.8% (1).
On 17 August 2022, bluebird bio’s one-time treatment, Zynteglo,
for Beta-thalassemia (liver and heart malfunctions caused by
oxygen deprivation) was approved by the US Food and Drug
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Administration and priced at a record US$2.8 million (€2.8 million) (2). Not

Mike Hennessy Sr
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only sticker shock, but trendline increases for median prices are hard to
ignore. To defend its cost structure, bluebird bio’s Chief Operating Officer
Tom Klima pointed out that traditional transfusion intervention can
cost around US$6.4 million (€6.4 million) per patient, and the company
will reimburse 80% of the fees if transfusion independence is not
achieved after one treatment with Zynteglo. “We feel the prices we are
considering still bring a significant value to patients,” Klima stated (2).
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While it is unclear how the cards will play out for bluebird and
Zynteglo, it is instructive to look back to what happened to the
previous most expensive drug, Novartis’ Zolgensma, which in 2019
offered discounts and outcome-based installment payments, after
insurers demurred (3).
While high-priced genetic disorder treatments are here to stay, I would
argue the cost of poor diet, lack of pandemic planning, poor general
infectious disease control, and sporadic exercise are a far higher cost
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to society, and a much more obtainable fix, than overreacting to either

For reprints contact Michael Tracey, mtracey@mjhlifesciences.com.

legislative change or wildly expensive niche treatment options. The cost
of overlooking simple public health overhauls, and behaviour change, is
far more expensive.
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An announcement was released, in early August 2022, by Moderna that
its agreement with the European Commission (EC) for COVID-19 vaccine
doses had been amended (1). According to the release, the company will
now provide the EC with its Omicron-containing bivalent vaccines (pending
regulatory approval) versus the originally agreed upon Spikevax doses of
messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines.
There are, in fact, two next-generation bivalent candidates that Moderna
is advancing through development—mRNA-1273.214, based on the BA.1
subvariant of Omicron, and mRNA 1273.222, based on the BA.4/5 strain.
A conditional authorization for the use of mRNA-1273.214 has already
been granted by the United Kingdom’s Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency, and Moderna is working with other regulatory bodies for
authorization of both booster vaccines (2).
Across the Atlantic, Pfizer and BioNTech have also submitted an application
for emergency use authorization of an Omicron BA.4/BA.5-adapted bivalent
COVID-19 vaccine with the US Food and Drug Administration, and the
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Moving to a bit earlier in the R&D pipeline, there is a potential oral tablet
vaccine under development by clinical-stage biotechnology company,
Vaxart. Recently, Vaxart reported additional Phase I clinical data on its Spike/
Nucleocapsid (S+N) oral tablet COVID-19 vaccine, which indicated that it
induced long-lasting mucosal IgA antibodies against coronaviruses (4).
“These findings support our view that the cross-reactivity of our vaccine
candidates’ mucosal immune responses could have a significant impact in the
fight against evolving SARS-CoV-2 variants,” said James Cummings, Vaxart’s
SVP and chief medical officer, in a press release (4).
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EUROPEAN REGULATORY WATCH

What Impact Will the
New Unitary Patent
System Have in Europe
A new unitary patent system is due to come into effect in Europe later on this year.

T

Current EU patent
process is complex and costly

Cheryl Barton

(EPO) under the rules of the European Patent Convention

Currently, an inventor can protect an invention in

PharmaVision,

(EPC) (1). This system could be very advantageous

Europe through an EU or national patent. The EU patent

info@pharmavision.co.uk.

to owners of EU patent applications and EU patents

is reviewed centrally by the EPO, and if granted, the EU

when it comes into effect, potentially in October

patent must be validated and maintained individually

he unitary patent (UP) will build on European Union
(EU) patents granted by the European Patent Office

is director of

2022. At this point, it will be possible for inventors to
gain patent protection in up to 25 EU member states

Figure 1: Patent system in Europe.

through the submission of a single request to the EPO.
The same standards and timelines will apply to patent

European Patents

submissions; however, once a EU patent has been
granted, the patent proprietor will be able to request

Existing
Patent System

Unitary
Patent System

unitary effect, receiving uniform patent protection in up
to 25 EU Member States (Figure 1) (2).
The United Kingdom has not been involved the

National
Patent Office

European Patent
Office (EPO)

European Patent
Office (EPO)

National Protection

Bational Protection

Member States
participating in the
unified patent system

development of the UP policy despite the fact that EU
constitutional experts have called for the United Kingdom
to be involved, as a non-EU member state, in the Unified
Patent Court (UPC) framework (3). It is hoped that the UK,

National Court

National Court

Unified
Patent Court (UPC)

Switzerland, and other EU countries will be incorporated
into the UP patent system later. The UP covers 25
member states, whereas the classical European patent
system presently covers 38 member states (Table I).

Source: Modified from M. Best, “European Patent System
Overhaul the Unified Patent Court and Unitary Patent,” Client
Alert, 5 May 2022 (2).

FIGURES COURTESY OF AUTHOR.
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Table I. Coverage of European patents and those with unitary effect.
European patents

Unitary effect

No. of member states

Current unitary
patent state

The member states in enhanced cooperation which already
ratified the agreements and will participate in the Unitary Patent
when it starts are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden.

17

States in
enhanced
co-operation

The member states participating in enhanced cooperation to
bring about the Unitary Patent system are: Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden.

25

Member states
of the European
Patent Office (EPO)

The 38 member states of the EPO, also including the
two extension states (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro)
and four validation states (Morocco, Republic of Moldova,
Tunisia, Cambodia).

38

Source: modified from European Patent Office (4).
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European Regulatory Watch

Figure 2: Unitary patent system reduces the complexity and cost of national validation process.
The European Patent Office (EPO) acts as a one-stop-shop, allowing for a simple registration of a unitary patent.
The renewal fees have been set at a very competitive level and are particularly attractive for the first 10 years, the
average lifetime of a European patent. But applicants will also save on indirect costs. The more countries in which the
European patent would have been validated, the greater the savings.
No fees are due for the filing and examination of the request for unitary effect or for registration of a unitary patent
The online register will include legal status information relating to unitary patents—notably on licences and transfers.
This will also help to foster technology transfer and investment in innovation.
All post-grant administration will be handled centrally by the EPO,
further reducing costs and the administrative workload.
Unitary patents will confer truly uniform protection because the substantive patent law governing
the scope and any limitations of the rights and the remedies available in cases of infringement has
been harmonised in the Agreement on a Unified Patent Court.
Unitary patents will also not be subject to the currently fragmented renewal fee system: there will be only one
procedure, currency and deadline and no obligation to use a representative.
For European Union (EU)-based small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs), natural persons, non-profit organisations,
universities and public research organisations a new compensation scheme will cover costs related to the translation
of the patent application if it was filed in an official EU language other than English, French or German. They will be paid
a lump sum of €500 when their unitary patent is registered.
No post-grant translations will be required after a six-year transitional period. During this period, a translation will be
required for information only and will not have any legal effect.
Source:modified from EPO (4)

in each country. This is a complex and costly process

extend a patent right for a maximum of five years; a six-

resulting in high direct (e.g., translational fees, validation

month extension is for a medicinal product for children for

fees, national renewal fess) and indirect (e.g., attorney fees)

which data has been submitted according to a Paediatric

costs. The UP system aims to reduce the complexity and

Investigation Plan (PIP) (6).

costs associated with the patent process (Figure 2).

Opting in or out of UPC?
What does this mean
for the pharma industry?

The first seven years after the UPC comes into effect it

The UP and the new UPC has implications for the pharma

the UPC jurisdiction and this will also extend to SPC based

industry. On the upside, the UP system provides a simpler,

on an EU patent. A sunrise period of up to three months

more cost-effective process, and if an EU patent is granted

has been proposed to enable companies to consider their

for a pharmaceutical product through the UP system, it

options before the system begins (7). Therefore, pharma

would provide patent protection across all 25 member

companies will need to carefully weigh up the merits of

states and enable them to obtain a pan-EU interim

opting in or out of this new patent system, and they will

injunction should an infringement occur. Challenging or

need to do this soon as it may come in effect as early as

enforcing EU patents on a national scale currently requires

October 2022.

will be possible for pharma companies to opt out of from

separate actions in each individual country of interest. On
the flip side, if the UPC system rejects a patent application
or a patent is revoked, it may prevent patent protection
across all the EU member states.
In the future, the UP is likely to incorporate unitary
supplementary protection (SPC) (5). SPCs are an
intellectual property (IP) that extends a patent right which
apply to specific pharmaceutical and plant protection
products that have been authorised by regulatory
authorities. SPCs help to offset the loss of patent
protection for pharmaceutical (and plant protection
products) that can occur due to prolonged clinical trials
and compulsory testing, which are required prior to
obtaining regulatory marketing approval. An SPC can

8
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Pfizer’s Idea Orchard

The flow of capital and scientific acuity irrigates this pharm system.

Chris Spivey

T

rue breakthroughs are never in plentiful supply.

PhD/MDs to search for and evaluate opportunities

Recognizing reality, Uwe Schoenbeck, PhD,

from academia and the biotech industry for Pfizer’s

senior vice president and chief scientific officer

R&D organization. According to Schoenbeck, ESLs

for Emerging Science & Innovation (ES&I) at Pfizer,

are highly experienced in the relevant disease area

has synthesized and made functional core lessons

and embedded within the respective therapeutic

from two of the past decade’s best business books:

areas, resulting in high strategic alignment of the

Creativity, Inc (1) and Loonshots (2). His ES&I group,

opportunity being sourced and avoiding opportunities

through the power of independent invention and

that are not a strategic fit (1). Schoenbeck adds,

collaboration, applies methods described in these

“It’s easier to identify what’s complementary if you

books to the tasks of uncovering, cultivating, and

have an understanding of the therapeutic area and

nurturing novel drugs and therapies. No two trees

what’s not on the typical partnering list that might

in his orchard are exactly alike, and some bear

be cutting edge.”

StockMediaProduction - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

fruit only when many seasons of doubt, change,

Each afternoon that same team takes what

and struggle have passed by. But as the COVID-19

they’ve uncovered, turns it sideways, and overlays

vaccine and messenger RNA (mRNA) success stories

this onto their Y-axis—an US$80 billion dollar (€80.04

illustrate, early adoption of new technologies can

billion) a year enterprise already populated with

establish substantial long-term gains—as well

80,000 competitive busy staff (3, 4). The ES&I team,

as provide emergency solutions when needed.

in conjunction with colleagues working in Business

Whatever the season, there is always something

Development, has stood out for bringing genuinely

taking root and growing at Pfizer.

creative partnership ideas and innovations into

Each morning, a vast landscape of activity

an already creative and crowded environment.

and invention to sift confronts the ES&I team.

“They’re not just the typical corporate venture

This team’s X-axis is a challenge that can be

type of series A, B, or C,” continues Schoenbeck

described as identifying the right partnering

from a Pharmaceutical Technology Drug Solutions

opportunity particularly for less known early science

podcast (5). “Increasingly, we’re doing more seed

developments and technologies. Pfizer relies on its

investments, new company formations, really trying

Emerging Science Leads (ESLs), a team of seasoned

to enable cutting-edge, emerging science areas
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Cover Story: Emerging Therapies

that we see on one hand strong

do have a number of wet bench

strategic fit to Pfizer. On the other

capabilities, our own labs through

frontlines of the company both in

hand, [areas] also holding a lot of

which we run a portfolio of about 25

headlines and scientific delivery,

potential—but really early, needing

or so projects, and these projects

Schoenbeck’s team has continued

more work before you could fully

are partnered with academic or

to plant and grow its roots in

implement them.” A long, successful

very early stage biotech companies,

other areas. For example, in early

track record has cleared the decks

which focus on cutting edge

2022 Pfizer announced several

for Pfizer to go earlier than most, to

new projects.”

collaborations designed to augment

Using its many flexible partnering

uncover exciting advances as they

While COVID has been on the

its leadership in mRNA. Their

happen, before first bloom.

and collaboration vehicles, Pfizer has

agreement with Beam Therapeutics

Early adoption
of new technologies
can establish substantial
long-term gains—as well
as provide emergency
solutions when needed.

been identifying strong partners in

will leverage Beam’s base editing

both the academic world and in the

platform in support of potential

biotech industry to help its scientific

therapies for rare diseases. A

engine and company at large make

collaboration with Acuitas will

changes it needs in the gene therapy,

allow Pfizer to explore the use of

mRNA, and degrader spaces. The

their lipid nanoparticles (LNPs)

most recent and most notable

to deliver a variety of vaccines or

Wet bench assets

example would be the multi-year

therapeutics. Finally, a collaboration

To augment integration capability

partnership Pfizer established with

with Codex DNA will potentially

on the Y-axis, Pfizer brings

German biotech company, BioNTech,

streamline the mRNA production

internal expertise, capabilities,

to deliver the world’s first COVID-19

process by facilitating synthetic

and resources. Discussing Pfizer’s

vaccine in 2020. But before the

DNA assembly, another notable

Centers for Therapeutic Innovation

pandemic arrived, the two companies

fruit of the team’s labour to bring

(CTI), for example—a collaboration

had been in discussions since the early

forth a competitive pipeline in gene

model that helps translate early

2010s, first about the use of mRNA

therapy. Through gene therapy

scientific concepts into potential

for oncology and later establishing an

partnerships, such as 2019’s deal

drugs—Schoenbeck says, “We

agreement for influenza.

with Vivet Therapeutics to advance

Drug Solutions Podcast: How Pfizer Views Partnering and Investing for Emerging Therapies
Pharmaceutical Technology presents the Drug

Visit PharmTech.com/drug-solutions-podcast to

Solutions podcast, where the editors chat with

learn how Pfizer’s external-facing research and

industry experts from across the pharmaceutical

development scientists uncover the most promising

and biopharmaceutical supply chain. Experts

emerging therapy concepts and ideas in the

share insights into the technologies, strategies,

pharmaceutical landscape.

and regulations related to the development and
How Pfizer Views Partnering

manufacture of drug products.
Premiering on 6 September 2022, Chris Spivey,
PharmTech’s editorial director, interviews Uwe

6 September 2022

Schoenbeck, senior vice president and chief

PharmTech.com/drug-solutions-podcast

scientific officer for emerging science and innovation
at Pfizer. Some of the areas discussed include repeat
expansion disorders, senescence, DNA damage
response and nucleic acid sensing, deubiquitinase
pathways, and neuroinflammation. Pfizer feels these
hold special promise for new innovative therapies.
Through research collaborations, consortia,
licensing, investments, and acquisitions, the
emerging science and innovation team at
Pfizer seeks to harness external, cutting-edge
preclinical assets and novel technologies in
emerging therapies. Increasingly, the focus is on
true first-in-class mechanism, if not only in class
programmes, that would allow us to bring real
breakthroughs to patients.
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a treatment for Wilson disease,

and a new therapeutic modality

for preparation of drugs has been

Pfizer now has one of the most

and invention in your development

found on a Sumerian clay slab from

competitive pipelines in gene

direction, then you’re really

Nagpur, approximately 5000 years

therapy in the industry.

multiplying your risk. Obviously,

old. It comprised 12 recipes for

the COVID-19 vaccine was one of

drug preparation referring to over

these examples that fortunately

250 various plants, some of them

has been quite successful but really

alkaloid such as poppy, henbane,

was a high-risk approach. You can

and mandrake” (6). These alkaloid

do this where you really see the

drugs were far from mild, and great

need for patients, where you really

care was taken not only in their

a “true first-in-class mechanism,

see the potential for breakthrough,

application, but also in raising their

if not only in class kind of

but you can’t do it for every

yield, by careful germination and

programmes, that would allow

single programme in your pipeline

cultivation techniques.

us to bring real breakthroughs to

obviously. Now on top of that, as I

patients.” Schoenbeck continues,

said earlier, you want to make sure

group stems from the orchard

“So these are by definition a

you get a good feel for the cutting

structure itself, enabling them to

higher-risk approach, a higher-risk

edge for anything that’s emerging,

identify and nurture pharmaceutical

kind of biology, but they hold a

really promising on the horizon.

creativity well before first

lot of promise and could provide

And for that we have for example

florescence. These orchard rules

a very strong fit to the Pfizer R&D

this ES&I team here at Pfizer. Some

follow a pattern laid out in the book

organization, if we can then build a

of the areas that we’re focusing

Creativity Inc., by Ed Catmull, who

pipeline and portfolio around those

in on include repeat expansion

founded Pixar in 1986 with John

areas … So, you really need to start

disorders, senescence, DNA damage

Lasseter and Steve Jobs (1). Their

thinking early and clearly about

response and nucleic acid sensing,

philosophies, or planting scheme,

where do you want to focus your

deubiquitinase pathways, and

defied convention and protected the

search? Where do you want to

neuroinflammation. Pfizer feels

creative process by institutionalizing

place your bets? And what’s

these hold special promise for new

concepts such as “the cost of

important to us is actually that

innovative therapies.”

preventing errors is often far greater

Pfizer now has one of
the most competitive
pipelines in gene therapy
in the industry.
Increasingly, Pfizer’s focus is on

when we partner, we really partner

All of the fields mentioned

So, the essential oil for the ES&I

than the cost of fixing them” and,

in the true sense of doing things

previously are newly emerging and

“It’s not the manager’s job to

jointly … not just to bring in the

require technical bravery alongside

prevent risk, it’s the manager’s job

intellectual property in-house or

special care. The book Loonshots

to make it safe for others to take

anything like that. It’s really about

mainspring metaphor borrows

them.”

identifying an academic or biotech

from material science concerning

partner, that can bring something

phase transition as applied to both

to the table that would be very

creative (artistic) and execution

complementary … allowing us to do

(soldier) teams (2). Within that

something to benefit patients that

framework, the author, by

Risk can be defined as
risk in biology, risk in
development, risk in
therapeutic modality.

neither of us could do alone.”

examining a multitude of examples,

This is a pragmatic view of what

asserts that structure may matter

enhances the creative process,

How to manage risk
without risking innovation

more than culture. Transplanting

in line with that practiced by

this to Pfizer’s orchard, Schoenbeck

Schoenbeck. One of the strongest

Many approaches sound great

has successfully practiced a version

but subtle suggestions, being “don’t

on paper, or even anecdotally, so

of companion planting, where

assume that general agreement

how does ES&I manage risk? “I

seedlings of different crops are

will lead to change it takes

think each company might take a

carefully placed in proximity to

substantial energy to move a group,

different approach, but the way

lower certain technical or resource

even when all are on board” (1).

we have thought about it is that

barriers, while simultaneously

This is certainly a precept worth

you want to have a balance in

raising pollination and nutrient

following up on when dealing with

your portfolio when it comes to

availability. Reduced footprint

large organizations such as big

risk. Risk can be defined as risk in

along these guidelines is seen as

pharmaceutical companies. Catmull,

biology, risk in development, risk

a feature, not a bug. The concept

however, is not above advice on

in therapeutic modality. If you have

itself sprouted within the garden

pruning to promote optimal health.

a mature modality, but you go for

walls of the Mesopotamian proto

a new target, that’s one level of

palaces, where, “The oldest written

are not your idea” point to the

risk. If you go for a novel target

evidence of medicinal plants’ usage

constant need for reality checks, and

His sections on recognizing “you
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his postmortems are as important as

measure was a bumper crop for

any other section in the book.

the ES&I team, and indeed they

Pfizer’s ES&I team, who by their

currently top a patient group

outward facing role interact with

survey (7) for best reputation. Even

anyone performing interesting

amidst a widespread drought, Pfizer’s

material, pharmaceutical, or

orchard remains well irrigated.

3.

4.

5.

manufacturing science, have
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Editor’s Note: The Value of Primary Working Standards in Pharmaceutical Quality Control
A peer-review article, “The Value of Primary Working

An example

Standards in Pharmaceutical Quality Control,” has

In this peer-reviewed research paper, the author,

been published in the September 2022 issue of

through the use of an example, illustrates how to

Pharmaceutical Technology North America and is

calculate the expanded measurement uncertainty

available on PharmTech.com (1).

(U) of a certified assay value by considering two
orthogonal assay methods. The approach described is

Background
API standards are widely used in pharmaceutical
quality control (QC)—from identification purposes
to assessing the potentcy of drug substances, for
example. When employing API standards for the
assessment of a drug product’s potency, the accuracy
of the standard is of utmost importance.
However, as a result of significant requirements,
such as high quality raw material, extensive
characterization, and scientific evaluation, primary
API standards were limited in availability and
expensive to manufacture in the past, which led to
the establishment of secondary standards. Despite
gaining some endorsement for their establishment,
specifically from the European Pharmacopoeia,
secondary standards are considered to be risky
because they may lead to out-of-specification (OOS)
results that are not recognized by the user—as per
the United States Pharmacopeia’s arguments on the
subject matter in 2021.
It is possible to manufacture primary standards inhouse, source them from an accredited reference
material (RM) producer, or obtain them from other
official sources, such as pharmacopoeias. As some
of the cost drivers for primary standards have
changed and the availability of analytical techniques
have increased, it has been possible to access the
principles of how to establish a reliable RM more
readily. Yet, it is recommended, by the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), that orthogonal

stated as being applicable to compendial procedures
as well as in-house procedures.
The author reports that the approach defined in the
article demonstrates clear benefits over the use of
secondary examples, allowing for confidence that
the reference standard used has been appropriately
characterized by orthogonal assay methods, and thus,
providing a reaslistic interval for the true value of a
material. Furthermore, the approach outlined in the
article also reduces risks of systematic errors.
In comparison, when establishing working standards
by assay against a compendial reference standard—a
commonly used approach—the author notes that there
is a clear disadvantage as the secondary standard that
is produced is dependent on the compendial method
described in the documentary standard. Additionally,
the secondary standard produced will not be usable in
non-compendial settings.
In conclusion, the author specifies that although it
is advisable to regularly confirm that results obtained
with the primary standards are inline with those
obtained with compendial reference standards, the
proposed procedure of qualifying working/assay
standards with orthogonal methods and calculating U
is safe for multiple analytical procedures.

Reference
1. M. Perscheid, “The Value of Primar y Working
Standards in Pharmaceutical Qualit y Control,”
Pharmaceutical Technology 46 (9) 2022.

quantitative methods are used to establish primary
—Felicity Thomas

working standards.
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challenges ranging from taste
masking, controlled release, and
even bioavailability enhancement.
CDMOs [contract development and
manufacturing organizations] with the
necessary experience and technologies
have been taking a leading role in
helping innovator companies develop
commercializable products for the
paediatric market. Both FDA’s [US
Food and Drug Administration’s] Best
Pharmaceuticals for Children Act
(BPCA) and the European Medicines
Agency’s (EMA’s) Paediatric Regulation

Delivering a
Difference in Formulation

incentivize companies to develop and

It is possible to overcome some of the limitations of traditional
dosage forms by employing alternative drug delivery formulation strategies.

it’s working, with maybe 15 paediatric

commercialize products suitable for
infants and children. The six months
of market exclusivity they provide
are a real incentive—two years in
Europe for orphan indications—and
approvals every year now in the United
States. These incentives are proving a

Felicity Thomas

A

significant growth driver for paediatric
n increasingly ageing population, rise in chronic conditions,

products, including multiparticulate

and intensified focus on paediatrics are trends perpetuating

formulations, as they can be

the need for the development of appropriate therapeutic regimens

particularly useful when formulating

to which patients will comply correctly. To learn more about the

medicines for these young patients.

role of alternative drug delivery formulation in expanding the

Wilson (Celanese): Alternative

potential indications of a drug product or improving compliance,

drug delivery formulations can help

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Kimberly Shepard,

overcome limitations of traditional

associate director R&D, principal engineer, and Jonathan Cape, head

dosage forms. These solutions

of Multiparticulate Technology, both at Lonza Small Molecules; Brian

are designed to provide improved

Wilson, new business development, Celanese; and Wen Chin Foo,

bioavailability, reduced off-target

senior pharmaceutical scientist, Roquette Pharma Solutions.

effects, expanded compatibility
across a variety of molecular classes,

Driving growth

and lower treatment burden for

PTE: What factors are currently driving growth in the alternative drug

patients. Market focus has been

delivery formulation market? Are there any growth trends that will be

on identifying alternative dosage

important in the future?

forms that offer sustained delivery

Shepard (Lonza Small Molecules): For lung indications such as

goal to improve efficacy and provide

by inhaler has been the standard of care for decades. Biotherapeutic

better outcomes.

treatments such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been approved

DenisProduction.com - Stock.adobe.com

of complex molecule types, with the

asthma and COPD [chronic obstructive pulmonary disease], local delivery

The industry is focused on innovating

more recently for lung indications, but via intravenous or subcutaneous

novel, sustained-release solutions to

administration. In cases where systemic administration is not needed

deliver biologics and RNA therapeutics.

for treatment, direct delivery to the lung would be hugely beneficial

Sustained-release dosage forms

for the patients. There have been efforts in recent years to create dry

allow precise delivery using improved

powder inhaled formulation of these kinds of drugs, using spray drying as

targeting, localized delivery and

a single-step process to stabilize the fragile biomolecules, and engineer

solutions that help deliver drugs across

respirable particles for inhalation. The advantages for patients with lung

physiological barriers, a recognized

conditions are, potentially, so significant that a continued focus on these

impediment to drug efficacy in the

formulations will be inevitable.

past. Success in sustained, controlled-

Cape (Lonza Small Molecules): There has been a real drive, over

release drug delivery represents an

recent years, to develop dosage forms aimed at paediatric populations.

opportunity to reduce treatment

These dosage forms are often distinct from adult products, with

burden and ensure patient adherence.

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
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Another interesting trend is the effort

subcutaneous injections) towards

mucosal and systemic immunity (7).

to improve patient outcomes through

new and exciting delivery strategies.

In comparison to parenteral

controlled release of multiple drugs

Intensive research is currently

administration, this noninvasive

concurrently. Fixed-dose combinations

underway to overcome the unique

vaccination route also delivers a higher

and multi-preventative technologies are

challenges posed by biologic APIs and

rate of medical compliance and is

potential applications of this approach.

make them suitable for more patient-

better suited to the needs of vulnerable

friendly delivery forms. Intranasal and

groups like paediatric patients.

Advancements to develop

pulmonary delivery strategies, for

preventative technologies for multiple

example, are actively being explored

Molecules): For lung cancer in

pathways or multiple indications will

for protein and peptide therapeutics,

particular, dose-limiting toxicity has

continue. Oncology is an exciting

in addition to buccal and transdermal

caused the failure in clinical trials of

therapeutic area where this trend

administration for vaccines. Most

many promising candidates that are

has renewed focus and the concurrent

of these alternative drug delivery

delivered systemically. To combat

delivery of multiple therapeutics

formulations are still in the preclinical

this, local treatment of lung cancer

may prove efficacious in treating

or clinical stages of development,

by the inhalation route is an area

heterogeneous tumours or the

but there have been a few examples

of great interest. Biotherapeutics

tumour microenvironment.

of licensed products entering the

delivered locally to the lung will have

market in recent years.

little to no systemic exposure, helping

Foo (Roquette Pharma Solutions):

to reduce the risk of adverse effects

The rising demand for innovative
small-molecule drug delivery forms

Avoiding attrition

in patients. It will also enable higher

is being fuelled by the need to get

PTE: How might alternative drug

doses to be delivered directly to

more patients to adhere to their

delivery formulation approaches help

affected tissues. This same approach

prescriptions. With the number of

companies avoid potential attrition

can also, of course, apply to lung

people aged over 60 years set to

during development?

indications outside cancer, from

double by 2050 and global instances

Foo (Roquette Pharma Solutions):

common diseases such as asthma

of chronic disease on the rise, the

While drug attrition has generally

to orphan conditions like idiopathic

need for effective drug delivery

decreased over the past 10 years,

pulmonary fibrosis.

formats has never been greater (1,2).

the rate of failure still remains high—

Despite this, as many as 50% of

almost 90% by some estimates (5).

Multiparticulate formulations consist

patients do not take their medication

Alternative small-molecule delivery

of a large number of small particles,

as instructed (3). Pill fatigue, triggered

routes offer manufacturers many

with each particle delivering the same

by patients feeling overwhelmed by

advantages for increasing drug

unit dose. Typically, they will be 100–

the amount of drugs they must take,

viability—from the potential to

350 µm, might be CR/MR [controlled-

is one of the many causes of medical

avoid first-pass metabolism to lower

release/modified-release] matrices or

noncompliance (4). Groups with

doses and fewer side effects—but

IR [immediate-release] matrices, and

specialized dosage requirements—like

they also present their own inherent

could also have CR/MR coatings. These

children, older adults, and people

formulation challenges. As with

particulates are then used to make

with disabilities—are especially

conventional drug formulations, these

the final dosage form: this could be an

susceptible to pill fatigue and other

issues can be overcome through

encapsulated product, a sachet, or a

forms of nonadherence, because

the judicious selection of functional

tablet. They can address numerous

most conventional medications

excipients and a drug design

patient-centric and pharmacokinetic

aren’t suited to their needs.

tailored for commercial success.

problems, and help de-risk clinical

Alternative drug delivery forms

Cyclodextrins and their derivatives,

programmes, in addition to optimizing

such as orally disintegrating tablets

for instance, are commonly used in

the product’s attributes.

(ODTs) and orally disintegrating films

nasal, ophthalmic, pulmonary, and

(ODFs) give pharmaceutical brands an

transdermal delivery systems to

multiparticulates, whether lipid-

invaluable opportunity to adapt. With

improve drug solubility, permeation,

based or spray-layered cores, can

a broader range of treatment options,

and bioavailability, as well as the

address Cmax spikes during initial

drug makers can address a wider

stability of pharmaceutical actives (6).

absorption that may lead to side-

In biologic vaccine development, low

spectrum of clinical needs, improve

14

Shepard (Lonza Small

fixed-dose combinations and multi-

Cape (Lonza Small Molecules):

For example, CR/MR

effects. Whichever way they are made,

bioavailability, reduce toxicity, and

toxicity and high immunogenicity are

they can be coated to mask taste,

improve patient compliance.

the key measures for success. Buccal

or to give targeted release in the GI

In terms of large-molecule biologic

administration of particulate vaccines

[gastrointestinal] tract. Furthermore,

drugs, there is a slow transition away

using ODFs appears to be a promising

the multiparticulate intermediate flows

from the traditional parenteral route

strategy for eliciting an enhanced

through the GI tract with the fluid

(intravenous [IV], intramuscular, or

immune response, activating both

phase of GI compartments, reducing
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Development

the propensity for gastro-retention

degeneration. Sustained-release

by IV infusion or subcutaneous

that can occur with larger enteric

dosage forms have found a home

injection. In the case of IV infusions,

coated tablets and capsules. All of

in this market where a six-month

multiple visits to a medical provider

these attributes can improve both

release implant can significantly

will also be required. Formulating

performance and patient compliance

improve patient compliance for a

a biotherapeutic in a dry powder

and allow a more tailored approach

range of chronic eye diseases.

inhaler eliminates these invasive

to be taken for the medicine’s target

Foo (Roquette Pharma

product profile.
Wilson (Celanese): Therapeutics

Solutions): Alternative drug formats
give manufacturers greater scope to

injections and offers the potential for
convenient at-home administration.
Cape (Lonza Small Molecules):

in development typically fail due

tailor medications to patient needs,

Multiparticulate formulations can

to one or more of the following:

and in turn, improve compliance. Take

address two significant problems

formulation issues, poor ADME

ODTs [orally disintegrating tablets],

patients can face, whether as

[absorption, distribution, metabolism,

for example—these dosage forms

clinical trial participants or once a

and excretion] properties, toxicity

disperse on contact with saliva in

drug is commercialized: problems

effects, or lack of efficacy. Alternative

the mouth, rather than needing

with swallowing tablets or capsules

drug delivery dosage forms provide

to be swallowed and dissolved in

(dysphagia), and the taste-masking

a path to overcome these common

the stomach. This aspect not only

of granule suspensions. Dysphagia is

barriers associated with attrition in

makes them easier to take for people

particularly common in paediatric and

drug development.

with low ability to swallow, but also

geriatric patients, and all too often

means they deliver a faster onset of

is overcome via crushing a tablet or

injectables are great examples

action—further contributing to better

emptying a capsule, and then mixing

of how ADME-related issues and

adherence. For patients with acute

with a suitable vehicle. But either

toxicity effects can be overcome

dysphagia, intranasal administration

way, mouthfeel is often poor, with

by a sustained, localized delivery

routes are ideal for delivering small

the rough surface feeling like sand

approach. These sustained dosage

doses with minimal discomfort.

in the mouth, and heterogeneous

Sustained-release implants and

forms are a unique way to mitigate

Extended-release dosage forms are

particle sizes leading to them getting

problems associated with delivery

another great example of how brands

caught in the teeth. Multiparticulates

across difficult physiological barriers.

can combat pill fatigue with alternative

are much more uniform in particle

Localized delivery from an implant

formulation approaches. With this type

size distribution and are more likely

or injection can increase the

of delivery method, patients can take

to be easy to swallow with a better

therapeutic effect at the targeted

just one dose, which is slowly released

mouthfeel. If there is an enteric

compartment or tissue.

throughout the day, rather than having

coating, this will remain in place rather

to take multiple pills at set intervals.

than being destroyed or removed.

system] are areas with high attrition

Streamlining the dosing experience

Improving taste is important for

rates that may benefit from the use of

like this can have a profound impact

paediatric patients, particularly for

novel, sustained-release drug delivery

on patients’ ability and willingness

those who are unable to swallow a

formulations. These formulations

to complete their full course of

standard tablet or capsule. Coated

can offer new routes for NCEs [new

medications. The benefits of gradual

multiparticulates can hide the taste in

chemical entities] experiencing an

release formats are not confined to

a suspension formulation, making it

impact from first pass metabolism,

oral dosage forms either. Multiple day

far more palatable. They are similarly

shorter plasma half-life, or toxicities at

transdermal and subcutaneous depot

useful for sachet or reconstituted

high concentrations.

formulations are prime examples

powder formulations for adult

of extended-release delivery routes

populations. Either way, patient

Improving compliance

that offer an effective alternative to

compliance is likely to be better.

PTE: Can alternative drug delivery

traditional multi‑dose oral regimens.

formulations aid with increasing patient

Transdermal microneedle patches

compliance?

for instance, provide a painless way

Oncology and CNS [central nervous

Wilson (Celanese): If we look

to overcome the skin barrier in the

at the ophthalmology market as a

delivery of large molecule biologics,

case study, low patient compliance

and are therefore gaining popularity

can lead to vision loss or even

as an alternative delivery route

blindness. The majority of the market

for vaccines.

is focused on developing approaches

Shepard (Lonza Small

to reduce treatment burden and

Molecules): In many cases,

slow progression of diseases like

biotherapeutics for lung indications

glaucoma and age-related macular

must be delivered invasively, whether
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Outsourcing cell-line
development activities
To develop and maintain cell lines
at scale throughout a product’s life
cycle, manufacturers need to invest
in a significant amount of expansion,
including increasing facility footprint,
equipment, instruments, and personnel
hiring and training. Companies must
determine whether they have the
necessary skills, capacity, and resources
to complete cell line development from

Exploring Options
for Optimizing
Cell Line Development

start to finish or whether they need to

Biopharmaceutical manufacturers must consider a surprisingly wide range of
factors when deciding where to turn for assistance with cell line development.

For a large manufacturer planning

outsource some, or all of, the process to
save time and costs.
As part of this decision,
biopharmaceutical developers also
need to consider how many molecules
they intend to have in production
and carry out a cost/benefit analysis.
to create a multi-product facility, it
may be worthwhile to build in-house

Jason Martin
is regional product manager,
Cell Line, Media & Testing
Solutions, Sartorius.

B

capabilities as a long-term investment.
iopharmaceuticals are revolutionizing the way the industry

On the other hand, virtual, small, and

prevents and treats a broad spectrum of diseases. Therapeutic

mid-sized companies with one or more

recombinant proteins, including monoclonal antibodies (mAbs),

molecules in their pipeline may lack

bispecifics, and biosimilar molecules, are among the most common

the necessary cell-line development

biologics developed for therapeutic applications (1). Although versatile

expertise and internal resources and

and powerful, the living organisms required for the production of

choose to outsource these activities to

therapeutic proteins can be more difficult to control and optimize in a

an experienced vendor. Nonetheless,

manufacturing setting than chemical compounds.

some large biopharmaceutical

First, a lead candidate is identified, and, once this happens, an

companies still choose to outsource

appropriate production cell line is developed before upstream and

cell-line development requirements

downstream processes are established and optimized. Although

based on internal capacity and

under constant pressure, it is critical that biotherapeutic developers

business objectives. Even after cell line

spend time and resources getting the cell line development process

development is complete, companies

right. Without a robust production cell line that yields sufficient

have the option to scale up and

titers of a high-quality product, the facility will eventually reach a

accomplish manufacturing with the help

point where scalability becomes limiting, and commercialization

of a contract manufacturing organization

is untenable. Cell line development also offers the opportunity to

(CMO) or other third parties.

perform a number of physicochemical analyses and functional assays
chances of clinical- and commercial-phase success.
Since cell line development is such a critical part of the drug

16

Top priorities when
selecting a cell line
development partner

development process, biomanufacturers should leverage a wide

Success in the biopharmaceutical

range of solutions to fill the gaps in their internal capacities and

industry always involves achieving

capabilities. It is possible to reap new benefits by partnering

a balance between factors, such

with experienced cell-line development vendors using optimized

as speed, cost, technological

protein expression platforms that include the host Chinese

advancement, and scale. Whether

hamster ovary (CHO) production cell line, optimized gene

a developer is outsourcing just a

expression vectors, cell culture medium, and feed formulations.

few steps or the entire cell-line

However, manufacturers may not realize the extent of their

development process, it is essential

options when it comes to developing clonal production cell lines.

to know which factors to weigh most

This article discusses key factors to consider when planning how

heavily when comparing options for

to accomplish this bioprocessing step.

products and services.
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directly on the therapeutic protein, which will help improve the

Manufacturing

Scientific expertise. Cell line

methods using ultra-high-performance

lines employ a metabolic selection

development is a lengthy and complex

liquid chromatography (UHPLC), liquid

system (2) rather than a system that

multi-step process. To produce high-

chromatography-mass spectrometry

involves toxic selection agents, such

quality molecules on the most efficient

(LC-MS), capillary electrophoresis, and

as methotrexate (MTX) and antibiotics.

timelines, the manufacturer or vendor

other methods, all of which should

Such metabolic selection-based

that performs cell line development

be incorporated into the cell-line

systems allow for improved robustness

needs to gather a team with deep and

development workflow. With this

in cell growth and viability properties,

broad scientific bioprocess expertise.

knowledge, teams can select clones

reduced risk of genetic instability, and

Many stages along the path to produce

that produce a molecule that achieves

ability to enable high titer production.

a new production cell line often require

the desired product quality attributes.

subject matter expertise, including the

Regulatory expertise. Because

Expression vector. After choosing
the appropriate host cell line, a good

final transfer step that will bring the cell

many biologics are relatively new

vendor should provide an optimized

lines from an external vendor to the

modalities, regulatory agencies demand

expression vector capable of expressing

intended manufacturing facilities.

rigorous quality control. Deviations from

high product titers after transfection.

biosafety standards can put developers

Developers need optimized expression

for all biopharmaceutical developers.

at risk of denied regulatory applications

vectors to ensure stable expression with

To achieve production goals as quickly

or significant delays resulting from

minimal secondary effects on

as possible, scientific operations

directives to generate new data, which

the otherwise optimized host cells.

teams must be intimately familiar with

can be labourious.

Ideally, a single expression vector

Time to clinic is a central concern

workflows that are both efficient and

Scientific and regulatory expertise

should show utility for any type of

error-free. This often means avoiding

often overlap because regulatory

molecule: mAbs, bispecifics, and

the use of outdated, cumbersome

requirements inform scientific

biosimilars, among others.

processes (i.e., limited dilution cloning)

workflows. For example, one

and eliminating unnecessary stages,

dimension unique to biopharmaceutical

partner should be able to provide cell

such as pool generation. Eliminating

manufacturing is a manufacturer’s

culture media and feed that is highly

pool generation from the cell-line

ability to prove that a protein-based

compatible with the host cell line. A

development workflow allows a

biologic was derived from a single

secure supply of that same media and

much shorter timeline from DNA to

clone. Strategies to demonstrate and

feed supplements should be readily

research cell bank (RCB) generation,

assure monoclonality could include

commercially available to purchase

often by four to five weeks.

isolating single clones and capturing

and use for any further process

photographic images as the cells

optimization and development and

analytical team capable of accurately

divides. Tracing the direct path from

for good manufacturing practice

characterizing the protein product

clone to the final product is essential

(GMP) requirements. It is also

during cell line development stages,

to cell line development, along with

important to consider the future

particularly at the clone selection stage.

rigorous quality control

availability of the cell culture media

Achieving high titers is pointless if the

and risk management.

because assurance of supply is critical

Manufacturers also need an

Media. A cell line development

as production is scaled up.

new production cell line produces

operations must be configured to

mechanism of action. Discovering that

Four components for
a successful cell line
development project

the molecule has a sub-par quality

Host cell line. Cell line development

new production cell line. Streamlined

target product profile (QTPP) after the

begins with choosing the right host cell

process design involves implementing

cell line has been developed is costly

line. Unsuitable cells can produce low

intelligent, scalable technologies and

and will cause significant delays in

titers or a low-quality product, ultimately

software to monitor, control, and

getting the molecule to the clinic.

causing delays and inefficiencies. CHO

analyze critical process parameters and

To prevent these risks, the cell-line

cell lines are most frequently used as

product quality attributes. End-to-end

development operations team must

hosts because they have an established,

solutions with integrated sensors and

measure certain key characteristics of

decades-long track record, are easy to

analytical software can reveal new

the protein, beginning with functionality,

grow in suspension at large scales (2000+

process insights that can be used to

in a biological assay or binding assay

L), and possess the cellular machinery

gather information about host cell

(depending on the protein’s mechanism

required to carry out appropriate post-

performance and optimize the cell line

of action) that determines purity,

translational modifications, which can

development process.

aggregation potential, product related

be critical to the function and quality

impurities, and the protein’s likely

profile of the protein.

a deficient molecule incapable of
achieving its desired function or

glycosylation profile. The team must be
familiar with high-resolution analytical

Biopharmaceutical developers should
look for a vendor whose starting cell

Process design. The facility and
enable efficient and easy scale-up of the

Flexibility and control
Living organisms, fluctuating supply
chains, and shifting consumer markets
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Manufacturing

all add variability to the production

technology licensing, biopharmaceutical

to delivering life-saving medicines

of biologics. As a result, maintaining

organizations can access expert-

to patients with maximum speed

flexibility is even more critical to

designed protocols, advanced

and quality at an accessible cost.

biopharmaceutical experts than to

technology platforms, and optimized

Biopharmaceutical companies

manufacturers in other industries.

materials from a vendor for use within

should answer questions about their

their own facilities with their own team.

bioprocess development plans as

In-house manufacturing gives the
highest amount of control and oversight

It is important to note that some

early as possible, including how they

for end-to-end bioprocesses, but some

vendors charge licensing fees or

will generate their new production cell

vendors offer options that allow for

milestone payments for using their cell-

lines, rather than devising sub-optimal

significant freedom while still providing

line development technology. These

strategies to solve problems that will

technical assistance. For example,

fees are often based on the molecule’s

undoubtedly arise as a result of poor

developers often have the flexibility to

success as it progresses through the

planning. By dedicating time to taking

choose which CMO to work with for

various clinical phases. Other licensing

stock of their own internal capabilities,

production after completing cell line

agreements may include royalty

exploring options for outsourcing,

development and optimization and

fees in which the vendor receives

and weighing the right priorities,

further GMP cell banking (for master

a percentage of the molecule’s

biopharmaceutical developers can

and working cell bank production).

annual revenues. Biopharmaceutical

give their therapeutic molecules

Some vendors also present multiple

developers should consider reliable

the best chance of remaining

options for how each project can

vendors that operate on a simple fee-

viable through every phase of

be accomplished, which adds

for-service model to maximize cost

development process, manufacturing

transparency and gives developers

efficiency and retain complete control

stages, regulatory approval, and

more control over which strategies and

and ownership of their molecule.

commercialization.

Better cell lines
for better therapies
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approach, but an increasing number
of companies, under constant
pressure to move at warp speed, are
recognizing its deficiencies.
That discomfort was revealed
when CRB asked more than 500
life sciences leaders to rank their
preferred project delivery method,
and then to disclose their level
of satisfaction with that method.

How Integrated Project
Delivery Enables Speed:
A Phase-By-Phase Guide

The results, which are included in
the 2021 Horizons: Life Sciences
report (3), show that traditional
project delivery ranks near the
top in terms of preference, while
integrated project delivery sits in
last place. The reverse is true when
it comes to overall satisfaction,
which respondents judged based on
quality, speed, and cost: integrated

By eliminating the waste involved in traditional approaches to project
set-up and execution, integrated project delivery helps innovators in
the European life sciences market meet their fast-track delivery targets.

project delivery shoots up the
rankings, while traditional methods
fall dead last.

Christian Goesker,

T

Although the survey focused on
he European life sciences industry is red hot. The DACH

the North American life sciences

(Germany, Austria, and Switzerland) region alone, attracted

market, this trend is playing out on a

nearly 20% of Europe’s biggest life sciences investments last year (1).

global scale. Companies are looking

office lead, director

With this influx of cash comes the potential for commercial success

for alternatives to the approach

EPCM Projects, and

and for a new generation of advanced, life-saving therapies. To

they’ve always known to get results

Mike Barrett,

unlock that potential, though, life science innovators need more—

they’ve never seen before. But

vice president, Project

more manufacturing capacity, more flexibility, and more expertise to

what does it look like to leave well-

Delivery Services,

get their products to market faster.

established but underperforming

managing director,

Thomas Lederer,

all at CRB Group.

The key to ‘more’ is sometimes ‘less’: less wasted effort, more
value for the project owner; less fragmentation between teams,

delivery methods behind, and
embrace integrated project delivery?

more shared expertise. These subtle shifts are the key to delivering
shifts are not easy to embrace, but they will pay off a hundredfold

The business
case alignment phase

for teams who successfully make the transition. That means

During this phase, the project

adopting a lean culture and using it to power an integrated project

team collaborates with the owner

delivery approach (2).

to understand the project’s

complex, high-value facilities faster and more cost-effectively. The

overarching ‘why’. What are the

The terminology of integrated project delivery

business drivers behind this project?

A vocabulary has been developed that turns the idea of integrated

What does the owner hope to

project delivery into a concrete, phase-by-phase practice, helping

achieve? What value does the owner

the benefits of the approach be leveraged in the conference room,

expect to get for their investment?

Martin Bergsma - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

at the jobsite, and inside the working facility (Table I). Embracing

The project team can then pressure-

this vocabulary is the first step in making the cultural shift from

test this vision within the project’s

traditional delivery methods that can no longer withstand today’s

cost and scheduling benchmarks.

pressures to a method that’s much more capable of supporting fast-

Experts from the owner’s side work

track delivery.

with their design and construction

Shifting from the left side of Table I to the right can feel

partner to evolve, revise, and sharpen

uncomfortable. This discomfort may be particularly true in the

that vision until they’re certain that it’s

European market, where project owners have a long tradition

achievable within those constraints.

of compartmentalizing tasks and distributing them to different

That early certainty becomes a

localized vendors in a highly regimented and fragmented system.

commitment, which will shape all

Procurement teams are comfortable with the control implied by this

future decision-making on the project.
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Operations

Table I. The terminology of integrated project delivery.
Traditional delivery methods

Integrated project delivery approach

Concept design, basic design, detailed design,
procurement, construction, etc.

Business case, alignment phase, chartering phase,
execution phase, turnover phase

Behind these terms lies the assumption that
successful delivery depends on a system of stage
gates, in which tasks are handed over from one fixed
group of individuals to another and each task must be
fully complete before the next can begin.

These terms indicate a shift from gated tasks to a
more flexible approach. Rather than focus on a rigid
set of deliverables, these phases encourage teams
to focus on the project’s value, and to make shared
commitments which support that value.

A culture of checks and balances

A lean culture

Originally developed to manage risk, this cultural
approach encourages team members to deflect
problems and protect their own interests, even if
those interests conflict with overall project success.

A lean culture is grounded in four principles: respect for
people, customer value, continuous improvement, and
a commitment to optimizing the whole, not just parts.
These values drive lean behaviours across the team.

The chartering phase

missed opportunity by soliciting that

stages of a more traditional project

The lean principle of ‘respect for

expertise from day one.

in one important way: instead of

people’ plays an important role

immediately developing solutions,

across the whole integrated project

and downstream stakeholders

the team starts by developing a

delivery lifecycle, but its greatest

creates a cohesive, end-to-end

shared understanding of the problem

impact is felt during this phase,

project team, and it invites that

they’re trying to solve.

which has one goal: to establish a

team to collaboratively define the

fully integrated project team, united

project’s conditions of satisfaction.

this approach actually accelerates

by a shared commitment to the

Team members are empowered to

the overall project timeline by

project’s target value.

identify which deliverables will play

This phase diverges from the early

Rather than costing more time,

creating an opportunity for the client

The first step in this phase is to

This early integration of upstream

a role in meeting those conditions

to share their knowledge, project

onboard selected trade partners

and generating value. If a particular

requirements, specifications, and

and invite them to the table

deliverable isn’t mission-critical, it’s

other variables up front. This early

alongside the project owner and

cut from the process—even if that’s

disclosure of critical information

manufacturing service provider. This

“how we’ve always done it”. Using

positions the project team for a more

step looks very different from more

this approach, team members can

streamlined downstream process—

traditional approaches, in which

stay focused on the project’s target

no stalling while the team waits for

trade partners have no influence

value without wasting effort on

important details, and no confusion

over early decision-making, despite

extraneous activities.

over the project’s target scope, cost,

their specialized expertise. The

or schedule.

chartering phase corrects this

Early team integration has
another key benefit: thanks to the
cross-pollination of expert ideas

Drug Solutions Podcast: Latest Episode
In the latest instalment of

be utilizing, the internal tasks in

Ph a r m a ceuti c a l

Te ch n o l o g y

development and manufacturing

Group’s Drug Solutions Podcast,

that would benefit from being

Meg

editor,

outsourced, those tasks that

discusses outsourcing strategies

should be insourced instead,

in biopharma with John Koleng,

reasoning behind why some

vice

organizations are choosing to not

Rivers,

senior

president

of

produc t

development and manufacturing
for TFF Pharmaceuticals.

If you are interested in learning

More specifically, the podcast

more about the Drug Solutions

episode will highlight the current

Podcast and listening to all the

areas that are outsourced in

available episodes, visit the

biopharma,

the

outsourcing

strategies that industry should
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outsource, among other topics.
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and solutions from day one, the
chartering phase enables early
cost and scheduling certainty
and maximizes the impact of lean
tools like target value delivery (4).
As a result, all team members
are in a position to make a firm
commitment to the same objective,
with the understanding that all team
members share the project’s risks—
and its rewards.

The chartering phase
drives early cost certainty
Some project teams focus on
a chartering document. That’s

Operations

Table II. Chartering process.
Project

Cost certainty results

Cost certainty point

(Delta to Target)

% Project schedule
used to achieve

% of TIC spent
to archieve

Industry benchmark metrics
(2016 McKinsey Report)

+10% to > 20%

+15% to > 50%

2% to > 10%

CRB ONEsolution Benchmark
Metrics (2021)

< 0%

< 15%

< 2%

Project # 1 Benchmark (2018)

- 14%

23%

7%

Project # 2 Benchmark (2018)

- 11%

25%

6%

Project # 3 Benchmark (2019)

- 10%

35%

3%

Project # 4 Benchmark (2019)

- 13%

28%

18%

Project # 5 Benchmark (2020)

- 7%

25%

7%

Project # 6 Benchmark (2020)*

- 6%

5%

1%

Project # 7 Benchmark (2020)*

- 1.2%

13%

1.8%

* Chartering phase/process developed and used in lieu of chartering event/document.
a good first step, but we find

the unpredictable environment of a

owners unlock the full value of their

that prioritizing on the process

jobsite to the controlled conditions

new asset from the very first day

of chartering—rather than its

of an offsite manufacturer (5).

of operation.

The turnover phase
When discussing the critical role of

Get on board with
integrated project delivery

The execution phase

bringing experts from across the

On its own, integrated project

The benefits of integrated project

delivery lifecycle to the table as

delivery is not a silver bullet. For

delivery multiply as projects evolve.

early as possible, the indication is

it to generate and maximize value

By this phase, they’re abundant.

to bring in all experts—including the

for project owners, it needs the

The challenges that snarl progress

commissioning, qualification, and

support of a lean delivery team

and drive costs higher during typical

validation (CQV) team. Their input

that’s fully committed to shifting

downstream delivery—challenges

during early decision-making pays

away from the traditional mindset

like design clashes, frequent

off here, during the turnover phase,

and towards a new, improved way

requests for information, or supplier

when the integrated team is close

of working. That’s where the power

delays—are reduced or eliminated,

to realizing the project’s target

of integration comes to life—and

thanks to the early integration

value but still faces the hurdle of

it’s where tomorrow’s life sciences

and input of the cross-functional

transferring substantial knowledge,

leaders will find the resilience,

project team.

documentation, and responsibilities

flexibility, and speed they need to

to the owner.

survive today’s pressures.

deliverable—is the key to early cost
certainty (Table II).

Removing these challenges is just
one advantage of integrated project

Because of the CQV team’s early

delivery. What this approach adds

input and consistent participation in

to the delivery lifecycle matters just

the project’s evolution, this process

as much. Take long-lead equipment,

happens smoothly and quickly

for example. Because the integrated

under an integrated project delivery

project team is able to reach

approach. Rather than waiting for

design certainty much earlier, they

the building’s physical completion,

can manipulate the sequence of

the CQV team is able to proactively

deliverables based on supply chain

maintain accurate as-built drawings,

timelines and other constraints.

systems manuals, and other critical

This adds even more speed and

documents throughout the delivery

flexibility to the project, helping to

lifecycle. This approach dramatically

ensure on-time delivery. It also adds

reduces the back-and-forth that’s

to the project’s quality and safety

typically necessary to organize

profiles, because project teams

and share building information

have more opportunities to shift

with the facility’s operations and

certain construction activities from

maintenance team, and it helps
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DeltaV ™ Spectral PAT: Achieve Real-Time, Closed-Loop
Process Analytical Technology in Manufacturing
Embedding DeltaV ™ Spectral PAT directly into the control
system enables life sciences manufacturers to take a
simplified approach to achieving real-time manufacturing,
compliance with confidence, greater return on investment
(ROI), and delivery of quality treatments to market faster.
PHARMTECH: What factors are influencing the current landscape for life sciences manufacturers?
GREENWALD: It’s more important than ever for our pharmaceutical manufacturers to deliver their
therapies quickly and cost effectively around the globe. With the focus on rapid results, products can’t
sit in inventory for days or weeks waiting on lab testing or quality validation. Additionally, plants are
putting a massive effort into digitally transforming their manufacturing process.
One of the goals that the FDA first released with their PAT (process analytical technology) guidance
was for manufacturers to better understand the science behind their process. By better understanding
the science of the process, they’d be able to fast track the approval of those new therapies. The carrot,
if you will, has now become mainstream today; people have to do this. The old way simply isn’t going
to cut it. Technologies have caught up and manufacturers are doing this, but it doesn’t mean it’s
always been easy.
PHARMTECH: What challenges are life sciences manufacturers facing as a result?
GREENWALD: The challenges really come down to the execution of obtaining the real-time quality
parameter data for manufacturers to be able to release product or know if they have a problem.
Process Analytical Technology, PAT, which relies heavily on incorporating multivariate spectral
analysis data, is an important part of that process because of the tremendous pressure life sciences
manufacturers are under to deliver treatments to market quickly and efficiently.
The traditional approach to PAT implementation has become antiquated. A fully manual approach to
sample gathering and testing involves a lot of time-consuming steps and introduces the risk of human
error. Quality tests are often performed after manufacturing is complete, delaying release and making
it nearly impossible to recover from deviations. The financial impact, the losses, can be significant.
Even with the help of recent technologies like inline spectral analyzers, that process has introduced a
slew of new challenges.
PHARMTECH: With those inline analyzers that work to automate the PAT process, you
mentioned the introduction of new challenges for life sciences manufacturers. Can you
expand on those?
GREENWALD: With all good intentions, these inline analyzers have created multiple execution layers,
user interfaces, disparate systems, and potentially fragile architectures. This is the slew of challenges
I mentioned that ultimately make implementing, maintaining, and validating this PAT approach
difficult. Still, the need to ensure treatments are thoroughly tested, using complex multi-variable data,
remains a requirement.

Bruce Greenwald
Business Development Manager
DeltaV Distributed Control Systems
Emerson

Molly Firkins
Product Marketing Manager
DeltaV Batch
Emerson
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PHARMTECH: What solutions is Emerson bringing to the market to
help life sciences manufacturers overcome these challenges?
FIRKINS: At Emerson, we have the DeltaV distributed control system,
which allows enhanced decision integrity with greater insight. It also
provides embedded security with real-time delivery and transfer of data to
run your process.
Recently, we’ve introduced DeltaV Spectral process analytical functionality,
our DeltaV Spectral PAT. Now DeltaV Spectral PAT was designed to help
manufacturers meet the FDA guidance around PAT, where the ultimate
goal was to better understand the science behind the process.
PHARMTECH: Can you talk a bit more about the DeltaV Spectral PAT,
how it works, and how that translates into value for your customers?
FIRKINS: Emerson’s Spectral DeltaV Spectral PAT collapses that complex
fragile architecture of the traditional PAT approach. It’s become possible
because DeltaV Spectral PAT runs industry-leading chemo metric models
directly in the control system blocks. We use the OPC UA standard interface
to communicate with spectral analyzers. Then a PAT model function block
reads spectral array signals and performs the quality attribute calculations
for real-time monitoring. Now, because we’re deploying PAT directly in the
control system, DeltaV Spectral PAT provides online measurements and
quality calculations that provide continuous data for tighter control and
less manufacturing variability all while minimizing human error.
Unlike the traditional solutions that Bruce mentioned with multiple
layers and servers and communication dependencies, DeltaV Spectral
PAT increases reliability with a robust architecture that’s designed for
uninterrupted communications and closed-loop control. DeltaV Spectral
PAT is easier and more cost effective to implement and maintain, because
the users can leverage the standard DeltaV configuration, the database,
and all the support infrastructure that are used by the other control
applications. Process validation is also simplified because applications are
all part of the integrated DeltaV platform.
PHARMTECH: How does taking this new approach of implementing
embedded DeltaV Spectral PAT help life sciences manufacturers not
only drive towards fully automating their manufacturing process,
but optimizing their process as well?
FIRKINS: There are a couple of takeaways here. When manufacturers work
in a single integrated, intuitive environment, that’s easy to implement and
maintain. They can monitor multi-variate data from the same interface
that they use to perform all their other control steps.

The system is also higher performing and it’s more secure and easier
to validate. Now the entire PAT solution is another component of the
automation platform. Secondly, it’s one thing to understand your process
and to know if it’s good or if it’s bad, but with embedded DeltaV Spectral
PAT, manufacturers have real-time access to data to the CQAs (critical
quality attributes).
Not only is it easier to report them, it’s easier to take that quality, realtime data and put it into action to make adjustments. It can make those
adjustments when and where they need to in order to optimize their
manufacturing process and keep their CQA in line. From that, we can also
use model predictive control to go beyond the quality monitoring. We are
now going to closed-loop control.
PHARMTECH: What’s the bottom line?
FIRKINS: Ultimately, by using DeltaV Spectral PAT, our customers can help
deliver quality critical treatments to market faster by moving plants toward
fully automated production. Spectral PAT offers a simplified approach to
their operations, where they can realize real-time manufacturing, set a
foundation for greater regulatory compliance, and realize a faster return
on investment to their stakeholders.

Emerson, headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri, is a global software and technology company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial,
commercial and residential markets. For more information, please visit www.Emerson.com/SpectralPAT

addition to changing the organism
identification requirements to be more
pragmatic to delivering patient care.
In the current good manufacturing
practices sector, the [European Union]
Annex 1 revision will emphasize the
increasing need for a contamination
control strategy, whereas the current
version lacks specificity on this. A
more consistent and patient-focused
approach to EM will be embraced by
the industry, as the Annex 1 revisions
will impact cleanroom monitoring,

Advances in
Environmental Monitoring
Cleanroom monitoring may be in a state of
flux after many recent technological advancements.

especially as it relates to an enhanced
focus on conducting a risk assessment
of the activities within the facility.
Harrison (Beckman Coulter Life
Sciences): The practice of cleanroom
monitoring in the pharmaceutical
industry itself is stable. Where
the biggest changes are occurring
are around data integrity. Routine
cleanroom monitoring using portable

C

particle counters is an intensely manual
leanroom monitoring is an industry that some reports estimate

process, with thousands of samples

will be valued at as much as US$7.1 billion (€6.98 billion) by 2028

taken each month in each cleanroom

(1). In spite of that massive projected value proposition, however, many

leading to lots of opportunities for

questions remain regarding the current (and future) state of the industry.

human error to creep in and this can

How are recent advances affecting the field? What upcoming changes

lead to data errors—either incorrect

should we be aware of? Is the industry stable or in flux?

data, or simply missing samples.

To learn more about the current state of cleanroom monitoring, recent

Mundell (Sonicu): Cleanroom

advances in the field, and potential upcoming changes that might impact

technology is rapidly evolving as

the industry, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with the Alex

more healthcare and life science

McDaniel, Environmental Monitoring Program manager, Element; Tony

customers migrate to the cloud and

Harrison, senior manager Commercial Product Management, Beckman

demand mobile-first solutions that

Coulter Life Sciences; Joe Mundell, chief research officer, Sonicu; and

are always on and can be accessed

Stephen Tierney, president, XiltriX North America.

from anywhere. Moreover, clients

When taken together their perspectives provide insight not only

are looking for monitoring solutions

into the current state of cleanroom monitoring, but also into changes

that both integrate with and serve

that may be cresting over the horizon. Topics of discussion include the

as a multiplier for their BMS/BAS

current state of cleanroom monitoring, recent advances in the industry,

[building management system/building

upcoming changes, and more.

automation system] systems.

The state of cleanroom monitoring

Recent advances

PTE: Broadly speaking, can you share your thoughts on the current

PTE: Can you discuss some of the

state of cleanroom monitoring? Would you say it is in flux, or a relative

most recent advances in cleanroom

state of stability?

monitoring? What makes these

McDaniel (Element): Over the course of the past six years, it has
been apparent the current state of cleanroom monitoring is always
seemingly in flux. As the industry works to align the methodology,
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technologies fundamentally different
from those that came before?
Harrison (Beckman Coulter Life

frequency, and validation of a formal environmental monitoring (EM)

Sciences): One of the most recent

programme, many applicable guidance documents and standards are

advances has been the optimization of

undergoing revision. This includes USP [United States Pharmacopeia]

some portable counters to meet the

General Chapter <797> (2), which is (hopefully) nearing the finish line of

needs of data integrity in routine EM

its long overdue revision. An increased frequency of surface sampling

programmes. Previously all that was

within the cleanroom suite is anticipated in the USP <797> revision, in

available was general purpose portable
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Grant Playter

Analytics

air particle counters that are used in

Fundamentally, the validation

industry. Including secondary points,

multiple industries: food and beverage,

process for this is not necessarily

such line drops within the building

pharma, semiconductors, car spray

as straightforward as traditional

that are not routinely monitored, can

booths, satellite manufacturing, etc. All

methods. Guidance documents like

provide a holistic diagnosis of how the

they did was count particles.

USP <1223> Alternative Microbiological

entire system is performing versus a

Methods (3) are a good starting

fragmented approach of selecting only

optimized to automate the counter

point to consult when considering

certain locations. [It is expected that

set-up for the technician, allowing

validation of this system. The data

there will be a] significant increase

set-up for each location to be pre-

comparison is not ‘apples to apples’,

in this [request] moving forward,

programmed and even presenting the

as the rapid method employs the use

especially in terms of validating a

cleanroom sampling map directly on

of technologies like ATP [adenosine

previously installed system.

the counter screen, acting as a guide

triphosphate] bioluminescence and

to ensure each location is sampled.

viability staining to detect the presence

the momentum will likely swing

They have even moved completely

of viable organisms. Rapid forms can

towards systems that can provide

away from paper printouts and can

cover a wide range of assays, from

continuous and automated sample

generate electronic records straight

bioburden of raw materials to sterility

collection during a production run.

from the counter and export them

confirmation, water monitoring, and

Some processes are still performed

directly via Wi-Fi.

active air sampling. However, it is

in a very manual way and require a

important to ensure that rapid methods

great deal of human intervention,

recent advances in cleanroom

are of equal or better quality than

from differential pressure monitoring,

monitoring would be continuous

traditional testing.

temperature, and humidity data, or

Now, some counters have been

Tierney (XiltriX): Some of the

Within the next several years,

non-viables. Some manufacturers

particle counting and measurements,
such as volatile organic compounds

Industry changes

of monitoring devices are also

(VOCs), becoming more and more

PTE: Has there been any recent

developing viable particle counting

‘the norm’. Technologies never

changes in what customers want

units to provide real-time data of

fundamentally change because it’s

in their environmental monitoring

colony forming unit (cfu) counts

evolution, not revolution. Legislation

systems? If so, how has the industry

with the use of laser technology

and regulation would not be able to

changed to accommodate it?

similarly used for non-viable

keep up if it were the latter.
[Increasingly] sensors [are being

Tierney (XiltriX): Data security is

particle count testing.

continuously becoming more stringent

seen] in a single system. For example,

every year. Since the pandemic, life

Annex 1’s approach

analog magnehelic differential

science facilities have been in greater

PTE: As the EU GMP Annex 1 revisions

pressure sensors can now be digitally

need of remote accessibility; to have

edge closer to publication, what

integrated into an [environmental

full insight into everything going on in

changes, if any, will this make to

monitoring system] alongside a room’s

a facility, no matter where the staff

environmental monitoring specifically?

conditions and particle counters, as

are located. [Facilities’ operators]

If we’re anticipating significant change,

well as the equipment stored inside.

want their electronic management

what future-proofing (if any) are you

systems more integrated with

seeing in customer orders?

McDaniel (Element): Rapid

McDaniel (Element): There is an

microbiology has garnered a great deal

other critical systems like LIMS

of interest, yet it remains an unknown

[laboratory information management

increased onus on manufacturers

quantity and certainly does not look to

system], building management

to implement and document a

unseat conventional microbiological

systems, electronic lab notebooks,

contamination control strategy

testing methods in the near future.

batch records, asset management,

and a vigorous risk assessment

The turnaround time for traditional

[and so on].

within the pharmaceutical quality

incubation of viable media is its primary

McDaniel (Element): Along with

system. Manufacturers may need to

pain point, as it takes a minimum of

automation, clients are asking for

completely overhaul their programme

(roughly) a week to 10 days, depending

trended data from their monitoring

to include additional sampling

on duration of media dual incubation

projects. While trending is a wide-

locations if a formal monitoring

conditions. This does not include

ranging regulatory requirement, it is

program was not previously

the time microbial identification and

currently performed via a very

established, or the original program

reporting takes. Rapid test methods

manual process. To produce better

was not updated to reflect current

allow for quicker batch release and

reports that feature trended data

processes or was based upon

insight into the state of microbial

as a standard inclusion, [Element

previous facility designs. An increase

control, as firms can receive insight into

implements and uses] LIMS.

in EM performance qualifications

potential growth of bioburden much
sooner (some within minutes or hours).

Compressed gas testing is also
more frequently requested in the

Contin. on page 31
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Federal Regulations (CFR) 211 for
electronic systems (5).
PIC/S Good Practices For Data
Management And Integrity In
Regulated GMP/GDP Environments—
July 2021 (6)—gives an indication of
the key elements to consider for an
effective risk-based approach: “Data
criticality (impact to decision making
and product quality) and data risk
(opportunity for data alteration

A Harmonized Approach
to Performing a Risk-Based
Audit Trail Review
The IQ Working Group has defined a pragmatic risk-based approach
to audit trail review, where it is only required for high impact GxP data.

and deletion, and likelihood of
detection/visibility of changes
by the manufacturer’s routine
review processes).”
Therefore, regulatory
expectations for audit trail review
have become an established part of
the GxP data lifecycle.

Scope and intended use
This article introduces a harmonized
approach to performing a risk-based

work in Analytical Research

A

ATR developed by a working group
udit trail review (ATR) is a mechanism to detect potential critical

of the International Consortium

changes to data/system security settings and to ensure the quality

for Innovation and Quality in

and integrity of reported data. The authors have defined a risk-based

Pharmaceutical Development (IQ).

and Development at Pfizer

approach to ATR where ATR is only required for high impact GxP (good

It should be noted that the

Inc. (Groton, CT); Thomas

manufacturing practices [GMP] and good laboratory practices [GLP] for

scope of this article includes

Cullen and Christian
Metz both work in

the purposes of this paper) analytical data and possible system security

electronic instrument analytical

changes. This approach requires a fully documented risk assessment

data where raw data are stored in

Analytical Research and

that encompasses the technical controls and identification of data

non-volatile memory (i.e., can be

Development at AbbVie

impact. Note that while analytical data are the focus of this paper, the

recalled later). Both enterprise and

Inc. (North Chicago, IL and

principles outlined may be applied to other activities.

standalone data acquisition systems
are in scope.

Ludwigshafen, Germany,
respectively); Katria

Regulatory expectations

Harasewych works in

Data integrity, particularly electronic data integrity, has become

Computer System Validation

an area of increased regulatory focus. Per the US Food and Drug

The following terms are defined (5):

Quality, CoE at Merck &

Administration (FDA), “For purposes of this guidance, audit trail

• technical control—computerized

Co., Inc. (West Point, PA);

means a secure, computer-generated, time-stamped electronic

features like audit trail, backup

Fouad Benamira works

record that allows for reconstruction of the course of events relating

mechanism, user management

in Analytical Development

to the creation, modification, or deletion of an electronic record” (1).

and security, electronic signatures

In 2018, the United Kingdom’s Medicines & Healthcare products

and/or digital signatures to assist

Sciences for Biologicals
at UCB S.A. Belgium. All

Regulatory Agency (MHRA) and the US FDA issued guidance

contributors are part of the

documents on the topic. MHRA’s ‘GXP’ Data Integrity Guidance

IQ Working Group.

and Definitions was issued in March 2018. FDA’s Data Integrity and

Systems that do not generate
data are out of scope.

or enforce administrative and
procedural controls
• procedural control—standard

Compliance with Drug CGMP—Questions and Answers was issued

operating procedures (SOPs) and

*To whom all

in December 2018. These documents join guidance issued by the

work instructions for operation

correspondence should

World Health Organization (Guideline on Data Integrity) and the

and administration, system

be addressed.

Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention Pharmaceutical Inspection

user controls, computer system

Co-operation Scheme (PIC/S, Good Practices for Data Management

validation, calibration, network

and Integrity in Regulated GMP/GDP Environments) (1–4).

qualification, awareness

The publication of these guidance documents is associated
with enforcement actions with an emphasis on data integrity that

26

training, etc.
• system controls—combination of

stem from a failure to follow current good manufacturing practices

procedural and technical controls

(CGMPs) predicate rules and existing regulations in 21 Code of

for a system.
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Risk-based approach
Recent regulatory guidance such as
those from FDA and MHRA
emphasize the implementation of

Figure 1: Risk assessment tool for determining audit trail review requirements.

Where ALCOA+ is attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, and accurate,
plus the data needs to be complete, consistent, enduring, and available.
GxP Data

risk-based approaches to ensuring
data integrity. The FDA guidance
reminds us that, “CGMP regulations
and guidance allow for flexible and
risk-based strategies to prevent and

High Impact
data?
See Fig 2

Yes

detect data integrity issues” (1).
Similarly, the MHRA guidance
describes “a risk-based approach to
data management that includes data
risk, criticality and lifecycle” (2).
The concept of performing a data
integrity risk assessment specific
to a particular data acquisition and
processing system is laid out in the

Are electronic
records
generated?

is to perform a data integrity risk
assessment (DIRA) where the

Yes
Can changes in
the parameters
affect the
results /data?

No
Note: Includes parameters and metadata both during and after a
run such as:
•
Time
•
Acquisition parameters
•
Date
•
Processing parameters
•
Who
•
Methods

Note: If the business process already includes a review of the
parameters and metadata there may not be a need for an
additional electronic audit trail review.

Are changes
tracked in a
reviewable audit
trail?
No

Are changes
inherently
reviewed in the
process?

No

each of the formats and their controls
are identified and the data criticality

is seen as a driver of compliance
and prioritization of any necessary
remediation activities. While audit
trail review is often considered
an essential part of ensuring data

Yes

Identify specific
changes that can be
made.

Yes

Review audit trail for
these specific changes
Develop a list of items
to be checked?
CAT#4

Can these parameters
be checked by a 2nd
person prior to
acquisition/processing
and locked?

Document the
parameters that
require review and the
process to look for
these changes each
time, and state that no
additional audit trail
review is necessary.
CAT#5

Yes

No

STOP and discuss with
additional business/IT/QA
support to risk assess
whether system may be
used for GxP work or if
alternate controls need to
be put in place.

Document that
parameters are
checked on entry,
critical parameters are
locked, data cannot be
changed, no audit trail
review is needed.
CAT#6

Categories
1, 21,and
3 are
preferred,
thethe
acceptability
of categories
4, 54,
and
6 6 are
Categories
2 and
3 are
preferred,
acceptability
of categories
5 and
aredependent
dependentononthe
therisk
risktolerance
toleranceofofaacompany
companyas
aswell
well as
asthe
theavailability
availability of
of alternative
alternative compliant instruments (1).

compliant instruments

that routine data review should

(Figure 1) where data types were

Determining the need
for and frequency of ATR

include a documented audit trail

categorized and the need for audit

Data risk. ATR should be considered

review where this is determined by a

trail review considered. This serves as

for electronic GxP-relevant data when

risk assessment (emphasis added) (2).

a risk assessment that can be used

a technical control does not remove

The appropriateness of any

to determine the need for procedural

the need to review the audit trail. A

mitigation of a data integrity risk

controls, and the controls should be

risk-based approach should be applied

should be assessed in the context

documented within the qualification

to ATR, and this general approach is

of the criticality of the gap. MHRA

package for new equipment or in

described in Figure 2. Tools such as

defines critical risks as those that

change management system for

the risk filtering tool in International

impact the potential of data or

equipment updates. A risk assessment,

Council for Harmonisation (ICH) Q9 (8)

metadata “to be deleted, amended, or

for instance the one described in

may be used.

excluded without authorization.” FDA

Assessing Data Integrity Risks in an R&D

states that, “Data integrity is critical

Environment (7), may be used to define

preference to implement technical

throughout the CGMP data lifecycle,

data integrity elements for a system

controls to reduce/eliminate the need

including in the creation, modification,

where audit trail review is the chosen

for ATR. It is preferred to prevent an

processing, maintenance, archival,

mitigation. Figure 1 is specific to ATR

undesirable action from occurring if

retrieval, transmission, and disposition

and does not include data review.

this is technically feasible. In cases

of data after the record’s retention

For GLP, data review and ATR need

where prevention is not possible,

period ends” (1).

to happen at the same time, for GMP

detection of the undesirable action

It should be noted that archival

there may be opportunity to separate

through data review (including ATR) is

and retrieval are out of scope for this

and streamline some activities with a

required. In rare (limited) cases where

paper on ATR.

documented risk-based approach.

an action may be neither prevented

integrity, the same guidance clarifies

FIGURES COURTESY OF AUTHORS

Document those changes that can be made
and although changes can be made, these
changes don’t have an impact on the
results/data.
CAT#3

No

data are obtained are mapped out and

The data integrity risk assessment

Document that
critical parameters are locked, data cannot
be changed, reviewing the displayed/
printed parameters is all that is necessary,
no additional audit trail review is needed.
CAT#2

Yes

processes that produce data or where

and inherent risks documented” (2).

No Audit Trail available to review; there is
no electronic data.
CAT#1

Yes
Can
parameters /
data / metadata
be modified?

MHRA guidance:
“An example of a suitable approach

No
Note: Ensure processes / practices for managing paper records
are ALCOA+ compliant.

A decision tree has been developed

When possible, there is a
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nor detected, discuss with additional
business/IT/quality assurance (QA)
support to risk assess whether the

Figure 2: Determining the rigor of audit trail review (ATR) as a function of data
risk and data impact.

Figure 2. Determining the rigor of audit trail review (ATR) as a
function of data risk and data impact.

system may be used for GxP work or
if alternate controls need to be put in

H

2

3

3

M

1

2

3

L

1

1

2

L

M

H

place such as a procedural control.
Data Risk

It is preferred that a technical control
be employed to prevent data deletion.
If deletion cannot be prevented, the
ATR process should be designed to
detect that specific activity. It should
be noted that, in many cases, ATR is

Data Impact

most logically performed concurrent
with other data review activities. The
severity of any residual risk should be
assessed. The frequency for ATR should
be commensurate with the probability

LEVEL
1

of the risk occurrence. The frequency

2

may be adjusted based on documented

3

historical performance.

AUDIT TRAIL REVIEW EFFORT LEVELS
No ATR is required, as supported by a documented risk assessment.
ATR is performed on a “for cause” basis only.
ATR may be performed on an ad-hoc basis or periodically at a predefined interval.
ATR must be performed as part of the broader data review prior to the
release of the data.

Intended use of the data. The
intended use of the data should also

the impact of the data’s intended use

The requirements for ATR (and

have an impact on the need for and

will facilitate identification of records,

data verification in general) should

frequency of ATR. The data’s potential

steps, and changes, and enable risk

be proceduralized and should define

risk impact on patient safety and

classification (low to high) and a

requirements on a software-by-

product quality should be considered,

tiered audit trail review effort.

software basis dependent on the
assessed data risk and impact. The

and GxP relevant data are determined

Performing data ATR

frequency and responsibility for ATR

A decision tree describing the

should be defined in the procedure.

data with potential for direct impact

performance of ATR is provided in

Evidence of audit trail review should

to product quality and patient safety.

Figure 1. Additional explanatory

be documented, in most cases by

Individual companies may identify

comments about the decision tree are

defining the meaning of the overall

other activities as high impact but at a

given as follows.

review signature.

by regulatory requirements.
High risk impact data are defined as

minimum would include release, clinical

to be made to the experimental

System level ATR

conditions, metadata, or other

The purpose of a system level ATR

companies may assign slightly

parameters that have the potential

is to ensure key configurations

different levels of impact to the same

to affect the results/data, one

and settings have not been

data types, some useful guidance

control strategy to ensure

changed (either intentionally or

may be obtained from an informal poll

detection is to perform ATR. In

unintentionally). It is recommended

conducted of IQ member companies.

these cases, the following should be

that the system audit trail (which

Data arising from activities such as

considered as critical changes (and

contains, for example, system

GLP studies, cleaning verification,

potentially included in a list of elements

administrator actions such as

clinical product release, and stability

to be checked):

deletion of data or changes to system

stability, and cleaning verification.
While it is acknowledged that

were considered greater impact

• changes to test parameters

security settings) also be reviewed at

and may trigger ATR. Activities such

• changes to data processing

least periodically. This periodic review

as method validation may have an

parameters (analytical method)

will ensure the system has remained

indirect effect on product quality

• deletion of data

configured as it was during validation/

and patient safety and may be less

• repeated analysis or reprocessing

qualification. Based on the type of the

impactful and have a medium/low
impact dependent on a company’s
risk considerations.

without justification
• change history of finished
product test results

Defining appropriate ATR

system and corresponding data, the
following items might be considered:
• system policies

• changes to sample sequences

• deactivation of audit trail

effort/frequency. Together,

• changes to sample identification

• changes to data paths or folder

the assessments of the system

• changes to critical process

characteristics and limitations and

28

Where it is possible for changes
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• changes to reports or calculations
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Figure 3: Decision tree for determining minimum system level audit trail review
requirements.
Figure
3. Decision tree for determining minimum system level audit trail review requirements.
System and Data security elements include:
System Security
•
Create/modify user accounts/
roles including admin privileges
•
System configuration settings/
files
•
System policies

Evaluation of the need for
system level audit trail
review

Can system/data
security elements be
locked down from
modification?

Yes

Data Security
•
Audit Trail security settings (such
as deactivation
•
Ability to modify data paths/
folder structures
•
Ability to modify data back-up
location/structure

Lock down system/data security elements
from modification.
No system audit trail review necessary.

No

Identify the system/data
security elements that are
not locked down from
modification.

Evaluate these system/
data security elements
based on risk assessment7.

Document risk assessment
for each of these system/
data security elements

Mitigate high-risk system/data security
elements by conducting audit trail review.

7

J. Lippke, et. al., Assessing Data Integrity Risks in an R&D Environment, • • • •• • • •• •44(8), pp. 51-53, 2020.
(7) J. Lippke, et.
al., “Assessing Data Integrity Risks in an R&D Environment,” Pharm. Technol. 44 (8) 51–53 (2020).

• data security management

document justification outside of the

opportunity for critical changes

(lifecycle including archival,

electronic system and include a cross-

negating the need for ATR where

restoration, etc.)

reference. Manually entered comments

utilized. In addition, when a system

will also require review and should be

has been configured to provide visual

to verify appropriate access

contemporaneous (within a reasonable

flags for undesirable actions/states,

privileges have been used. Other

experiment/review time frame). If time

or when the audit trail provides

processes may be employed to

has elapsed, then the time gap should

filtering or searching capabilities,

satisfy this requirement such as

be supported with a justification.

these abilities may be leveraged to

• audit trail review may be used

user access reviews (including
admin privileges)

streamline ATR.

Conclusion

• configuration files

ATR is a mechanism to detect

• library files (where applicable)

potential critical changes to data

where the technical controls of

and one means to ensure the quality

the library would drive the need

and integrity of reported data. The

and frequency for review.

authors have defined a pragmatic

A decision tree has been developed

risk-based approach to ATR where ATR

(Figure 3) for system-level ATR where

is only needed for high impact GxP

data types were categorized with

data and that ATR can be targeted to

examples and the need for audit trail

focus specifically on critical changes

review considered.

that may be possible. This approach
requires a fully documented data risk

Appropriate audit
trail comments

assessment that encompasses the

Manually entered audit trail comments

relevant high-risk impact data, which

should be suitable for an auditor/

may vary on a per-organization basis.

inspector to read and should include

The preferred approach is to utilize

the scientific rationale for why the

technical controls wherever possible.

change was made. GAMP 5 (9) provides

technical controls, identification of

ATR inherently remains a manual

audit trail requirements for an audit trail

process that is resource intensive,

entry. Note: There may be character

and opportunities for automated

limitations, so it may be necessary to

data transfer/digitalization removes
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Practicalities
The new focus on DADI influences
each aspect of a company’s IDMP
programmes. If a company is well into
the implementation of IDMP, or has a
mature data management framework
and established data submission
processes, it may simply be a case of
confirming compliance and availability
ready for the April deadline in 2023. The
following are some key considerations
for discussion for those who have yet
to begin implementation.
Processes. DADI takes the first
step towards realizing the EMA
Target Operating model—tying the

A Change of
Tack for IDMP

submission of data to the regulatory
activities. Moving to the DADI webform
for the eAF provides companies
with an opportunity to evaluate their
processes and address questions for

EMA has announced a change of plan for the IDMP.

DADI from an eAF perspective, taking
into account how this interacts with

Amy Williams is
director at Iperion—a
Deloitte business.

E

the management of XEVMPD. This will
arly in 2022, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) announced

enable them to meet the immediate

a new plan for the implementation of the European Union (EU)

compliance need without disrupting

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Identification of

ongoing IDMP preparations: a fuller

Medicinal Products (IDMP). The Digital Application Dataset Integration

overhaul can come later.

(DADI) user interface, which replaces the electronic Application

Organization. Organization includes

Form (eAF), will be the vehicle for structured data submissions of

data governance, training, and change

EMA Product Management Service (PMS) data and represents a step

management. These workstreams are

towards the Target Operating Model.

not hugely impacted by the immediate
focus on DADI, but the following are

Immediate priorities

some factors to consider:
guidance has already been

their immediate priorities, in part because DADI-based submissions

provided around Substance,

extend to all EU procedures, rather than just centralized

Product, Organization, and

authorization activities.

Referential (SPOR) data

Full IDMP implementation will still take place eventually and,

specifications in the build-up

therefore, continues to be a consideration for data initiatives. The

to IDMP, and it makes sense to

go-live of DADI, set for October 2022, effectively accelerates the

continue to lay the foundations

submission of structured PMS data. Although the DADI interface

of data governance in line with

only replaces the eAF, its nomination as a means of submitting data

these standards. This will serve

in a structured format offers pharma companies a chance to move

not only IDMP Iteration 1, but

ahead with their PMS/data readiness. With the data-driven initiatives

also DADI and future regulator

remaining firmly on the roadmap for regulators, data still needs to

implementations of IDMP. One

be captured and aligned throughout the company and processes

needs to decide whether to

adjusted, whatever changes are made to the EMA’s calendar

extend the data governance

and strategy.

framework to include the DADI

Technology/software vendors, which have been working to

fields—and whether to focus

get ready with IDMP-supporting capabilities, also need to adjust

only on the static data elements

and refocus—for instance on how to manage the eXtended

or also look to standardize the

EudraVigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (XEVMPD) and IDMP

transactional data elements.

data granularity, and what automation options will be available to

• Change management. Keeping

facilitate structured data submission.
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• Data governance. Plenty of

sciences companies and their technology vendors to reflect on
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This latest repositioning on IDMP implementation forces life

Quality/Regulations

latest changes will be crucial to

Without the interface/data

short term, but one can keep moving

maintain programme momentum.

connector for DADI the reality is that

forward by breaking down the

Inform all stakeholders of the latest

some companies will lose automation

challenge into tangible and actionable

revisions to the plan and the impact

capabilities for the population of

decisions and plans.

on deliverables and timescales.

eAF/DADI in the short term—which

• Training. This remains critical to
ensure that everyone understands
not just what’s changed in relation

If an IDMP project is well underway,

also needs to be kept in mind for

don’t suddenly stop. Continuing with

resource planning.

data remediation still makes sense

Information-related

given the scale of transformation that

to IDMP Iteration 1, but also what

considerations. Due to the DADI-

the latest developments mean

related requirements for submitting

for the various stakeholders, their

structured data, companies will need

with IDMP, the new DADI-related

data, and their processes.

to determine what additional data

requirements may be incorporated

will now need to be collected. Where

for some projects and Iteration 1

and service providers are also

do the data reside? How much are

compliance may be put off to a

affected by the latest changes to IDMP

already tracked within a regulatory

later phase.

implementation and have their own

information management system or

adjustments to make. One immediate

structured format? Is XEVDMP up

they give industry players a chance

challenge is establishing how best to

to date? A further consideration is

to take stock of what they are doing,

track and manage data across sets

when and how to factor in additional

and why, and how far they still have to

of requirements: XEVMPD, IDMP

data fields that will be needed in the

go. Companies that can adapt to the

Iteration 1, and beyond—each with

next phases.

new requirements while remaining

Technology. Technology vendors

its own level of granularity. Ensuring

is ultimately required.
If a company isn’t as far along

The changes were a surprise, but

true to their own operational

consistency and compliance with the

Keeping up momentum

ambitions will be well placed to

different data models will take careful

The shift in requirements requires

benefit from a future of data-driven

thought and oversight.

review and some decisions in the

regulatory management. PTE

Analytics —
Contin. from page 25

Final thoughts

subject matter expert (SME) and team

PTE: Do you have any final thoughts

of microbiologists.

on the topic that you can share with
conducted on existing cleanroom

our readers?

As professionals, [there is] a
responsibility to seek out continual

areas to align with an updated

Tierney (XiltriX): [A] greater

education, as well as educate others in

and more modern approach to

attention from larger healthcare

the industry. Establishing a partnership

the documented risk assessment

systems to include air pressure

with a collaborative organization with a

[is expected].

differential and humidity as well as

consultative team invested in teaching

O2, CO2, and VOCs [is being

others is vital to staying on top of

comprehensive look at processes

witnessed]. Infection control experts

these dynamic requirements—and

to identify failure points and

are driving the conversation as part

that is only the beginning. Selecting a

consequences of those failures in

of their risk management focus while

firm that has a robust scope of service

the upcoming Annex 1, using the

construction firms are being consulted

offerings and quality procedures that

failure mode and effects analysis

on both new build and retrofit projects

can look at processes, provide a gap

(FMEA) tool has worked out well

to work collaboratively on these

analysis, establish methods to help

for clients looking to future-proof

projects. [Additionally, a] significant

mitigate contamination control before it

their risk assessments.

demand relative to pre-COVID [is

becomes problematic, and even assist

being seen] and [this is] expected

in validating a cleaning and disinfection

to continue accelerating.

program is a gamechanger when the

Given the push to take a

Harrison (Beckman Coulter
Life Sciences): The latest draft is
version 13, so there has been a lot

McDaniel (Element): [From

of debate [on the subject]. However,

personal experience, it is apparent

the cleanroom routine monitoring

that] critical gaps within an operation

section remains essentially the same.

may not be identified until it is too

The only impact is on cleanroom

late. Downtime can be eliminated,

classification, where the requirement

back-end costs reduced, and

to measure both 0.5 micron and 5

production lines will stay in operation

micron particles has been reduced

if those within the industry tasked

to just 0.5 microns only. However,

with maintaining compliance to these

for routine monitoring, both particle

standards establish documented

sizes are still required.

protocols in partnership with a

US Food and Drug Administration walks
through the door.
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Following regulations
PTE: What kind of data from
bioanalytical studies are included in
regulatory filings?
Lavelle: This is dependent on the
drug and its mechanism of action, the
proposed indication, and the phase
of the trial. Additionally, it depends
upon the history of the data already
available on the drug and similar
compounds or if the need for the drug

Robust Bioanalytical
Studies Can Aid in
Regulatory Submissions

allows for alternatives, as is the case

It is important to understand regulatory requirements
and study challenges to develop and validate the appropriate
methods for a bioanalytical study programme at the clinical stage.

data, such as pharmacology and

with orphan status.
An investigational new drug (IND)
filing application to start human
clinical trials is used to determine if
the proposed drug is reasonably safe
to administer to humans. Regulatory
agencies will review preclinical
toxicology information, genotoxicity,
drug absorption and metabolism, and
toxicity of metabolites. The proposed

Susan Haigney

P

clinical protocol for the trial as well
harmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Amy Lavelle,

as manufacturing information for the

associate director, Bioanalytical Lab, PPD Clinical Research, Thermo

drug is discussed.

Fisher Scientific, about the challenges of performing bioanalytical studies

Phase I, II, and III clinical trials are

and how contract research organizations (CROs) can help mitigate

performed based on FDA [US Food

possible regulatory submission problems.

and Drug Administration]-approved
protocols. In order to manufacture

Challenges in bioanalytical studies

and sell the drug, clinical test data

PTE: What are the challenges in performing bioanalytical studies?

and analysis from Phase I–III are
to determine if the drug is safe and

new modalities for therapeutics, complex molecular structures and

effective for its context of use and if

delivery systems pose challenges for the development of specific

there are any risks associated with

and robust assays. For example, in the cell and gene therapy space,

the drug, and if so, that the benefits

use of adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors for drug delivery creates

outweigh any risks. An abbreviated

complications for immunogenicity assessment due to the fact that

new drug application (ANDA) also may

pre-existing antibodies to the viral vector make finding negative

be filed for generic drugs. These data

controls and appropriate cut points difficult. When evaluating low-

must demonstrate bioequivalency to

level biomarkers, highly sensitive assays are required, as the assay

the original drug.

range needs to be relative to expected biological concentrations,
which requires appropriate reagents and equipment.
PTE: What are some mistakes companies make in performing
bioanalytical studies and/or a bioanalytical study programme?
Lavelle: The best way to avoid mistakes is to fully understand

32

used in a new drug application (NDA)

availability of proper quality reagents. As science continues to find

PTE: How are these data compiled
and presented to regulators? Is the
process different for FDA versus the
European Medicines Agency (EMA)?
Lavelle: For an FDA IND filing,

regulatory requirements and the appropriate guidance to follow

data from animal and in-vitro

when performing bioanalytical studies. It’s also important to allow

toxicology and pharmacology

sufficient time for the laboratory to develop a robust and validated

studies are compiled with drug

method intended for sample analysis at the clinical stage. The

manufacturing information and

type of lab compliance and assay validation parameters are key

clinical protocols proposed. In

factors in ensuring the data are fully supported for the appropriate

addition, available clinical testing or

regulatory submission. Utilizing a CRO that is experienced with and

data from foreign countries may be

knowledgeable of agency requirements will help prevent the sponsor

included. A pre-IND meeting with

from facing any submission issues.

FDA may be conducted to ensure
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Lavelle: Common challenges include supply chain issues and the

Outsourcing
FDA may be conducted to ensure

decentralized, mutual recognition, and

limited to, laboratory resources including

compliance moving forward.

national. There is a two-step process

technology, expertise, and experience;

similar to the US, which includes the

regulatory knowledge; end-to-end support

information includes a summary on

clinical trial application, approved at the

from trial design to analysis to regulatory

pharmacology and drug disposition,

member state level, and the marketing

submission; dedicated support groups such

pharmacokinetic (PK) bioanalytical

authorization application, which is

as quality control, quality assurance, data

data, and mechanism of action (MOA)

approved at the member state and/or

management, report writing, and statistical

of the drug; a toxicology summary,

centralized level.

analysis; and time/cost savings. Outsourcing

Animal pharmacology/toxicology

including toxicology study design, findings,

PTE: Are data from bioanalytical studies a

frees up internal resources for alternative

and data from toxicology and toxicokinetic

factor in post-marketing of approved drugs?

needs and enables sponsors to work with

studies; a full toxicology data tabulation;

Lavelle: Yes, post-marketing studies are

limited dedicated internal personnel.

and toxicology GLP [good laboratory

often important for optimizing the drug’s

Capacity and capabilities are often drivers

practice] certification.

use. For instance, drug-drug interactions,

for outsourcing.

For an FDA NDA filing, clinical data

PTE: How can sponsor companies and

dose response, or safety studies and

from human studies (Phase I–III), which

mortality/morbidity studies. Other post-

CROs work together to gather and present

include safety and efficacy results, are

marketing studies may be requirements set

these data to regulators?

compiled and also include drug product

by FDA (post-marketing commitments) to

control, manufacturing, and stability

further monitor and characterize

to ensure appropriate regulatory guidance

data. For an ANDA, bioequivalence

the drug’s effects and safety, such

and testing are being followed for data

results also are required.

as in subpopulations.

submission, as well as to help to ensure

While the United States has one main

Lavelle: CROs can work with sponsors

data and reports are compiled in an
appropriate format for submission. CRO

has multiple agencies, including the

Outsourcing
bioanalytical studies

EMA, the Committee for Medicinal

PTE: What are the benefits of outsourcing

often have experience in their interactions

Products for Human Use (CHMP), and

bioanalytical studies?

with regulatory agencies that can benefit

body governing drug approval, Europe

various national health agencies. There

labs are subject to audits by FDA, and they

Lavelle: The benefits depend on the

the sponsor. Some CROs have regulatory

are also multiple registration processes

needs and resources of the sponsor.

compliance staff to work with the sponsor as

in Europe, including centralized,

These benefits can include, but are not

they design and execute their trials. PTE

ask the expert — Contin. from page 34
Regarding the question,how much or how little text is
required—there is no simple answer. It depends on many
factors, such as the size of your organization, how you structure
your quality system, or the expertise of your personnel. A
company with a staff count of five requires a different level of
detail and amount of text than a company with thousands of
staff in multiple locations.

If, however, you pack the “what to do” and the “how to do”
all into one document, then this will become a large and more
cumbersome-to-use document.
It is quite easy to change the structure of your current SOPs
into this best practice one, every time you need to revise an
existing SOP. This allows your staff to become continually
more familiar with the new design and layout. And it should,
iteratively, help achieve consensus between your departments
as to the amount of detail required. PTE

If you structure your quality system such that the SOPs
contain the “what to do” and the Work Instructions (WI) the
“how to do” information, then the description for step 1 in the
SOP can be as short as:

Have a common regulatory or compliance question?
Send it to shaigney@mjhlifesciences.com, and
it may appear in a future column.

Step 1
Company quality and operational management identify the
need for an audit and request the company audit cadre to
prepare for the audit.
Open the request in the audit management application
following WI eyfds.
The audit preparation by the company audit cadre follows WI
xyzzy.
Note: Typically, the need is identified as part of a supplier
assessment or as part of a deviation
Note: The right to perform an audit should be documented in
the quality/technical agreement with the third party
Note: The audit can be an on-site or a remote (virtual or
paper) audit
Then go to Step 2

Your opinion matters.
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ask the expert

Best Practices for Developing
a Third-Party Auditing SOP
A process flow diagram can help create an agreed-upon process flow for a
third-party standard operating procedure, says Siegfried Schmitt, VP Technical at Parexel.

Q.

During the periodic review of our ‘Third-Party
Auditing’ standard operating procedure
(SOP), the quality and the operational teams could not agree on
the contents. Some wanted more detail, others less. What best
practices can you recommend?
Quality systems evolve, and this evolution brings changes
to the contents of the documents, such as SOPs. The
regulations do not demand effective and efficient systems and
instructions, but this of course is in the interest of any company.
They do, however, require that activities that must comply with
the laws and regulations are documented. Before starting to write
any text, please remember:
•
All activities that form part of a quality system can be
described as processes.
•
All processes can be described in a process flow diagram.
•
The description of the activities, roles and responsibilities,
and associated data and documents are associated with
specific process steps.

Best practices take this into account. Thus, a SOP shall
be based on an agreed process flow. Unfortunately, all too
often process flows are an afterthought when the SOP has
already been written. It is rarely easy or even possible to
create a process diagram based on existing text. The opposite,
however, is straightforward.
Let us therefore look at the example of your third-party
auditing SOP. First, you need to prepare a process flow
diagram. A generic example is given in Figure 1.
Based on this process flow, you can now start writing,
detailing the activities. As you can see, the steps are
numbered. This numbering establishes a connection
between the text and the graphic; allowing anyone to
quickly find the information either in the process diagram
or the instructions.

A.

Contin. on page 33

Figure 1. Process flow diagram for a third-party auditing standard operating procedure.

Prepare for audit
1

Confirm & communicate
critical finding
4

yes

no

Prepare & issue
audit report
5

Escalate overdue or inadequate
responses, corrective & preventive
action (CAPA) plans &
Effectiveness checks
8

Follow-up on audit
6

no

Responses
acceptable?
7

yes

Audit process complete
& documents archived
9
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Potential critical
observation noted
during audit?
3
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Conduct audit
2
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